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The Netherlands’ expertise in keeping out cyber threats
makes it a European IT security leader
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Public-private engagement in notification
makes the Netherlands a security leader

W

elcome to the first Computer Weekly ezine focusing on the Benelux region. This quarterly publication will look at the issues
facing CIOs in Belgium, The Netherlands and Luxemburg.
In this launch issue we take a look at how Dutch expertise in cyber security is becoming an important export. The country must be doing something right: In 2015 only internet users in the Czech Republic had fewer securityrelated problems, according to the statistical office of
n
only internet users in the zech
the European Union, Eurostat.
One lesson for other countries is the degree of
epublic had fewer security related
public-private co-operation in the Netherlands, with
organisations embracing responsible disclosure poliproblems than users in the etherlands
cies, and better notification of digital threats.
according to the statistical office of the
Another IT trend that can’t be ignored is cloud computing. We take a look at cloud computing in Benelux.
uropean nion urostat
According to research 44% of companies in the
region with more than 50 staff use of public cloud for
one or more IT services. But there are stark regional
differences: Flemish companies, for example, are far more active users than their counterparts in Brussels and Wallonia.
This quarterly issue of CW Benelux also looks at how Dutch creativity and pragmatism is attracting IT companies to Amsterdam and
features an interview with ING Belgium CIO Johan Kestens. n
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Responsible disclosure policy adds
security by design to Dutch expertise
Vulnerability notifications make the Netherlands one of the most mature nations in IT security, writes Jasper Bakker

W

hat can the world learn from the Netherlands when
it comes to cyber security? “Digital dykes” was how
former minister of safety and justice Ivo Opstelten
described the nation’s battle against cyber crime and malware.
The Netherlands’ historical battle against the sea has given it
valuable expertise that it has shared worldwide. The plan is to
achieve the same with digital safety – both for consumer and
enterprise security.
The nation has implemented several initiatives in the public and
private sectors to improve cyber security or heighten the digital
dykes, as it were – and it has met with some success.
The Netherlands was one step from being the safest country in
the European Union for internet users, according to Eurostat, the
EU’s statistical office. Only internet users in the Czech Republic
had fewer security-related problems in 2015.
The Netherlands also has the dubious distinction of being one
of the world’s top five countries of origin for malware. Such digital
threats have a global impact, so the Netherlands is working hard
to improve its cyber security.

This has led to increased public-private co-operation, with
organisations embracing responsible disclosure policies and
improved notification of digital threats.
Gone are the days of vulnerability alerts being revealed publicly
only after they had been disseminated in IT security circles. Also
gone is the somewhat hostile attitude towards so-called white hat
(ethical) hackers, who probe systems without malicious intent.

Working together
The Netherlands is now more mature about IT security, said
Marinus Kuivenhoven, a security consultant at IT services provider Sogeti, where he regularly scans systems, sites and software for large enterprises.
“Great strides have been made in the past two years in the
handling of security,” he said, adding that there is an attitude of
“wanting to do it right”.
Kuivenhoven pointed to several initiatives in the Netherlands
where government bodies and private companies are coming
together to improve IT security.
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Independent security researcher Chris van ‘t Hof said: “I think
there is good co-operation between public and private sectors
here in the Netherlands.”
Partnerships in the form of information sharing and analysis
centres (ISACs) are effective, he added.
Kuivenhoven mentioned the Centre for Information Security
and Privacy Protection (CIP), which is partly funded by the Dutch
tax authority and which several departments have joined, as well
as the industry at large.

PIDJOE/ISTOCK

Home

Thanks to private/public
sector engagement, the
Netherlands can add
security by design to its
areas of expertise

Built-in security, not bolt-on
The CIP’s activities include the drafting of a security framework.
“The framework covers security questions in the design of IT
systems,” said Kuivenhoven.
Security is not something to be left until after IT projects have
been delivered, or when specific vulnerabilities have been discovered, he said.
Although the framework is not a complete “how to” guide for
enterprise security, it does cover the basic issues. It suggests
questions that should be asked – and offers some answers to
common security questions.
“It is a way to start up a dialogue about security, both for IT-using
organisations and IT providers,” said Kuivenhoven.
He praises CIP spin-offs, such as the manifesto for secure software development (SSD), which includes guidelines and processes to develop secure software, and facilitates a community of
SSD practitioners. “I would not have foreseen this just four years
ago,” said Kuivenhoven.
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There are other similar spin-offs focused on privacy, cloud
computing and the internet of things. “It works on a voluntary
basis, but it all serves the general interest – the security of the
Netherlands,” said Kuivenhoven.
Such agreements are unique to the Netherlands
K
ISTOC
A N/
said Kuivenhoven, who is in regular contact with
ZH
O
K
OA
his international colleagues. Other countries
do have compliance guidelines and certification procedures, he said, but many
security measures are designed after
the fact.
Security needs to be embedded
into the design, implementation
and operation of IT systems, he
said. And vulnerabilities in software are still the Achilles’ heel
of digital safety, according to the
National Cyber Security Centre’s
2015 Cyber Security Assessment for
the Netherlands.
The Netherlands claims to have
another advantage in how IT systems are
used. The so-called responsible disclosure for
the reporting and handling of discovered vulnerabilities is common practice in the country. Enterprises
of all sizes have internal policies and external guidelines for how
to deal with the discovery – and eventually fixing – of vulnerabilities in their IT environments.

Responsible disclosure
“Even the Gamma DIY retail chain has a policy for responsible
disclosure,” said Kuivenhoven, adding that this illustrates the
widespread use of this practice. “Germany, for example, does
have responsible disclosure, but not as wide and farreaching as in the Netherlands,” he said.
Kuivenhoven said he receives surprised
reactions from colleagues in other countries, where vulnerability scanning and
reporting is not the norm.
Politics plays a role in achieving
an enlightened approach to ethical
hacking and cyber security. The
Dutch parliament has discussed
the issue of responsible disclosure extensively, and the National
Cyber Security Centre facilitated
the drawing up of responsible disclosure policies.
Without this help from government,
Dutch cyber security might not have
evolved to its current level and would have
been more fragmented, said Kuivenhoven.
From January 2016, Dutch companies must, by
law, report data leaks and hacks that could affect others. With this legislation, the Netherlands is taking the lead on the
forthcoming EU directive for data protection, which is expected to
be mandated in the summer of 2018. n

❯Benelux organisations turn to the cloud – but with striking regional differences
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Cloud survey finds extremes in
distribution through Benelux nations
Research shows sharp divisions in the use of hosted computing along national and cultural lines, reports Stef Gyssels

S

ome 44% of Belgian companies of 50 staff or more use
public cloud. Flemish companies are more active users
than their counterparts in Brussels and Wallonia, while
Luxembourg – a renowned datacentre country – lags even further
behind. These findings were revealed in market research agency
Computer Profile’s annual survey of cloud use in organisations in
Belgium and Luxembourg.
The 2015 survey showed that 44% of companies use the public cloud for one or more IT applications – a significant rise from
2014, when that figure was only 37.6%. The figure is also almost
four times higher than 2011, when 11.6% of firms said they used
the public cloud for one or more applications.
The survey also showed that 8% of the cloud applications used
were software as a service (SaaS).
There are significant regional differences in cloud use in Belgium.
More than half (51%) of the organisations in Flanders already use
the public cloud for one or more applications, but only 36% of
those in Brussels do so. And in Wallonia, only 25% of companies
use public cloud for one or more applications.

Erik Van Gurp, business analyst at Computer Profile, suggested
a couple of reasons for the regional differences: “The difference
between Flanders and Wallonia, for instance, can be largely
attributed to Office 365,” he said. “This most popular software as
a service is accepted much faster in the northern part of Belgium.”

“Luxembourg is known for
financial and other activities
that require discretion”
Peter Witzenburg, consultant
The difference between Flanders and Brussels may result from
another phenomenon, added Van Gurp: “Many local subsidiaries
of multinationals are based in Brussels. These organisations typically use their own privately hosted solutions.
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“Flanders, on the other hand, is home to many small and
medium-sized businesses, which are more likely to use cloud
applications than the larger multinational organisations.”
Perhaps the most surprising results came from organisations in
Luxembourg, where only 16% are using one or more applications
in the cloud. This is surprising because the country actively promotes itself as the place to be for high-quality datacentres.
Some 20% of certified European Tier IV datacentres are in
Luxembourg, and the government is keen to promote the country
as a host for European and worldwide cloud. It is also the first
country worldwide to guarantee data reversibility.
So why does a country promoting its cloud credentials appear
so reluctant to entrust its own ICT to public cloud? It is because of
the nature of Luxembourg business, said Peter Witzenburg, independent consultant and expert in cloud computing.
“Luxembourg is known for financial and other activities that
require discretion and security,” he said. “These industries are less
likely to entrust third parties with their data and ICT environment.
Another reason may be the legal restrictions, because organisations in Luxembourg are not allowed to have their data hosted
outside the national borders.”

Global and local providers
As far as suppliers are concerned, the survey revealed a healthy
mix of local and global organisations. Accordingly, the top rankings are shared by global provider Microsoft and local provider
SD Worx. The latter provides payroll and other HR services and
has become one of the most popular SaaS providers nationwide.

Next come a mix of global names Salesforce and Google; and
local HR SaaS providers Acerta and Attentia.
When it comes to outsourcing servers, the Belgian government scores higher than any organisation in the private sector.
Some 51% of government organisations outsource part of their
server estates, with the construction sector close behind on 49%.
Industry-wide, the percentage of organisations outsourcing has
hardly grown since 2013 – rising from 36% to 37%. In the education sector, the percentage has even fallen – from 15% to 13%.

Only 35% of government bodies
in Belgium and Luxembourg use
SaaS applications, compared
with 60% in the Netherlands
But it would be premature to conclude that the Belgian public
sector is an active cloud user. Only 35% of government bodies
in Belgium and Luxembourg use one or more SaaS applications,
compared with almost 60% in the Netherlands. These figures do
include cloud-shy Luxembourg organisations, but they also indicate a less cloud-oriented attitude in the Belgian public sector.
There is a different picture as far as outsourcing is concerned,
however: 48% of the Dutch public sector outsources servers,
compared with 40% in Belgium and Luxembourg. n
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Dutch creativity and pragmatism
attract IT companies to Amsterdam
A relaxed lifestyle and the largest internet exchange make Amsterdam a great place to set up, says Rian van Heur

L

ast year 140 international companies set up offices in the
Dutch capital, Amsterdam, a substantial proportion of which
were technology businesses. The Amsterdam Metropolitan
Area is rapidly becoming the software and IT capital of Europe –
more than 50% of the Forbes 2,000 companies active in IT and
telecoms have a presence in the area. More of the IT startups –
about 40% – originate from the US than any other country, with
the remaining 60% from across Asia and Europe.
When international technology companies come to choosing
a European location, Amsterdam competes with cities such as
Dublin, Paris, Barcelona and Stockholm. London and Berlin are
also in the mix but have a different character. According to Ruben
Nieuwenhuis, private lead of StartupAmsterdam: “London is
much more expensive than Amsterdam, and Berlin has a limited
market and commercial sector.”
With London and Berlin, Amsterdam is one of the top three
European hubs for IT startups. “However, we do not just compete
with each other, we also work together by building a hub-to-hub
network for European startups to make it easy for them to expand

into cities like London, Amsterdam, Berlin, Dublin, Stockholm and
Tel Aviv,” said Nieuwenhuis.
The world’s largest internet exchange is one reason many organisations want to come to Amsterdam, said Dieter Oude Kotte,
senior manager foreign Investments of Amsterdam Inbusiness.
“Due to European privacy regulations, a lot of US companies
move data to Europe.
“The short distance to the Amsterdam Internet Exchange
makes the city a good place to establish a datacentre or find a
commercial datacentre.”

Suppliers as well as startups
Amsterdam attracts IT suppliers too. Job Witteman, CEO at the
Amsterdam Internet Exchange (AMS-IX), said: “Cisco wouldn’t
be in Amsterdam without us. It can sell routers to parties connected to us.”
Another reason organisations come to Amsterdam is the network effect, said Nieuwenhuis: “If there are a lot of companies in
one place, it means there are customers and employees.”
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And it is not just startups that feel the pull. The availability of
local skills is the reason Oracle opened a second Dutch office in
Amsterdam, for which it is recruiting 400 sales professionals.
“Next to our office in Utrecht, we are working on our presence
in Amsterdam to add more talent to our Dutch workforce and to
show our presence to the large companies that are located there,”
said an Oracle spokesperson. “Amsterdam is a major metropolis
with a highly skilled international environment.”

“The Dutch are known for their
open attitude. We like to give
feedback and we’re critical”
Dieter Oude Kotte, Amsterdam Inbusiness
Oude Kotte pointed to the pool of highly skilled employees as
the reason companies open an Amsterdam office. “The quality of
life, the cultural offerings and the fact that English is widely spoken are important reasons for professionals to come and live in
Amsterdam,” he said.
But work needs to be done to keep attracting IT professionals.
“There is already a shortage of IT personnel, mostly back-end
developers and, in the long term, there could be the same problem with front-end designers,” said Erik Boer, founder and director
at Amsterdam Center of Entrepreneurship.

FRANCKREPORTER/ISTOCK

Editorial

Amsterdam’s appealing
lifestyle attracts technology
talent, making it one of
the top three IT startup
hubs in Europe
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Oude Kotte agreed: “There is a global war for talent, more specurrently the city has too much focus on companies making apps.
cifically IT talent. As in San Francisco, London, Berlin and many
The more different IT and technology companies are, the easier it
other global cities, there is a shortage of software engineers.”
is for companies to work together.”
Dutch cities work together to make sure companies
Oude Kotte disagreed: “The city of Amsterdam is not
have the best talent in the country. “Tesla is a good
focusing on app-making companies, but we do
T GARBAZ/ISTOC
SERVE
K
example,” said Oude Kotte. “It has a factory
have a focus on promising Dutch startups.
and logistics operation in Tilburg in the
We want to create a perfect environment
south of the Netherlands. It has chosen
for them to scale globally.”
to establish its European headquarThe Dutch are known for their creaters with marketing and sales functivity, innovation and pragmatism.
tions in Amsterdam because of its
Organisations in the Netherlands
international character.”
are hungry for emerging technologies, which enable the developVaried ecosystem
ment of products and services
It is estimated that the interand the optimisation of processes
national companies that have
in a range of industries.
arrived will create almost 3,000
This explains why such a small
jobs in Amsterdam, 769 of them
country as the Netherlands often
in the IT and technology sector.
contributes a relatively large proEmployment is another important
portion of the revenue generated in
motivation for the city to attract new
Europe by US and Asian IT companies.
companies; tax income for the whole
“The Dutch are known for their open
country yet another.
attitude,” said Oude Kotte. “We like to give
“And the Netherlands has a competitive tax
feedback and we’re critical.
regime,” pointed out Boer. “For a lot of companies it is a
“Companies like to try their technology concepts here
reason to open a location in the Netherlands.”
and that helps other organisations, such as financial institutions
But there is a challenge in keeping the Dutch ecosystem varthat use the technology. Eventually, the total innovative capability
ied, according to Boer: “We need all types of IT companies and
of the Dutch economy will benefit from all those IT startups.” n
❯Organisations in the Netherlands are struggling to fill software developer positions
cw benelux
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Engineering
a gradual
revolution

Johan Kestens, CIO at ING
Belgium, wants to innovate radical
change both in the bank and across
the country - but insists the value
of technological transformation
only becomes clear over time,
writes Mark Samuels

J

ohan Kestens, managing director and CIO at ING Belgium, is a man on a mission. The experienced IT director is
approaching the end of his second year at the bank and he
is keen to help the business innovate.
“My whole career has been centred on IT and finance, so it gives
me the opportunity to work as a CIO and put my years of knowledge into practice,” he tells Computer Weekly. “I believe we need
a new type of banking. With my colleagues, I want to help create
a service that is both more caring and higher-performing.”
Technology sits at the core of his transformational aims: “A modern bank is increasingly like a huge IT infrastructure that links the
people working for the bank with its customers,” he says, referring
to the ever-increasing automation of finance activities.
As CIO, Kestens is a member of ING Belgium’s executive committee, which gives him a broad view of activities across the
organisation. His place on the executive committee is proof that
the bank recognises the crucial role played by IT in modern financial services, he says.
“Technology is not just seen as a back-office function. It is at the
core of our strategy. We want to make our service both extremely
digital and extremely personal,” says Kestens.
Such personalisation means customers will be able to use banking services at any time and via any device, including wearable
devices such as smart watches.
Kestens says modern banks must be able to operate at ease
24/7, and a high quality of service must extend across multiple
online channels. “Operations remains a priority – it will always be
a priority for banks,” he says.
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New style of banking

Once the role of agility is understood and articu❯Belgian federal public service
To help deliver on his transformative aim of a new
lated, it brings big business benefits, says Kestens.
body
Fedict
is
responsible
for
style of banking, Kestens is keen to modernise
It represents a modern form of development that is
defining and implementing
the firm’s application and infrastructure portfolio.
more upbeat than the traditional “waterfall” way of
the federal e-government
“The aim is to be as digital as we possibly can be,”
working in an IT department, he says.
strategy in Belgium.
he says. “To do that, I need my people to be more
Kestens believes the Benelux countries suited to
productive and creative – and that dual focus
working in a co-operative and collaborative style.
means our staff have to be agile.”
“Relationship development, and the depth of relaHe recognises agility is a hot topic right now, especially for CIOs,
tionship achieved, in Belgium and Luxembourg, is clearly above
and points out that new tools are being developed all the time.
the European average,” he says. “The explanation might be culBut as agile approaches are adopted, employees can become
tural or historical. Belgium, for example, has always been a foreconcerned about their position in the organisation, he says.
runner in certain technological evolutions, such as the electronic
“Engineers are very emotional – you need to standardise tools,
debit card. We are now leading in smart watch applications.”
and that is not an easy process, because people become possesAs he continues to push a transformation in banking services,
sive about the tools they use. You have to do that because, if you
Kestens expects a number of challenges to arise in the next coudon’t, there will be no consistency and you risk spinning out of
ple of years. The whole banking sector has to deliver customer
control,” he says, stressing the importance of testing.
value in a period of exceptionally low interest rates, he says. “The
“The most difficult challenge is to articulate the requirements
continuation of that trend means the sailors at the helm of these
specifically,” Kestens says.
organisations have to sail very close
“Change is about configuration
to the wind.”
and testing, and that is where great
Another challenge is that banks
want
to
help
inspire
a
great
measurement becomes important.
need to keep up with the latest tech“Testing is a not a GPS system – it
nology trends, while decommisengineering culture that s
is a compass that gives relative indisioning older systems. If the spread
true for
elgium and for
cations. That’s fine, as long as you
of technologies that businesses use
understand they are relative. True
becomes too wide, it can become
the country more generally
value only becomes apparent over
a very complex task to keep everytime; it’s a long-term commitment.”
thing up and running, says Kestens.
Johan Kestens, ING Belgium
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“Finance CIOs must keep their technology portfolios sufficiently
compact in order to be efficient and fast,” he added.
Innovation is crucial to exploiting the latest technology, says
Kestens, pointing to continued efforts in wearable technology.
Creative endeavours are not just focused internally: “I want
to help inspire a great engineering culture – that’s true for ING
Belgium and for the country more generally,” he says.
“Many disruptors are successful because they changed the elements into a scalable software model. The power of imagination
is crucial. Increasingly, the world is beginning to understand that
engineers are like artists – there are engineers that make a difference and we all want access to these kinds of people.”

Uncovering the value of innovation

Kestens wants to work with ING to help make Belgium a more
innovative place. Examples of moves in the right direction are
the launch of ING FinTech Village, the first Belgian accelerator
dedicated to financial technologies, and support for entrepreneurial start-up programme iMinds, he says.
“Work is taking place across a range of areas, including creative
ways of paying, and leading-edge algorithms related to personal
financial assistance,” he says. “We want to make life better for
people through the use of technology. But, like most things in life,
you need to find the true usefulness over time.”
Success in innovation comes from a broad and open approach,
says Kestens. “You need a mindset for experimentation,” he says.
And how would he describe a successful outcome in two years’
time? “We’d have a better bank than today.” n

Kestens: “We want to
make life better for
people through the use
of technology. But you
need to find the true
usefulness over time”
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The rise of the robots in
financial services

JJONATHAN WOODCOCK/ISTOCK

Robo-advisers are spreading to Benelux
countries to run financial services
in IT-dominated startups,
says SA Mathieson

T

his could be the year when automated financial guidance – robo-advice – takes off. A research report published by investment bank Morgan Stanley in November 2015 predicted that several European banks would
pilot robo-advice in 2016, many partnering with startups as the
most cost-effective way to do this.
Some US robo-adviser startups have already linked up
with established firms. Investment giant BlackRock bought
FutureAdvisor, while Betterment is collaborating with financial
services group Fidelity on a service for institutional investors.
Robo-advisers depend on their software. “It is core and vital to
the business,” says Betterment’s chief technology officer Dustin
Lucien. “We like to say we’re a technology company that happens
to be in finance.”
Betterment uses its own code for key functions. “That’s a strategic decision on our part,” says Lucien. “Anything we consider
innovation or core to our competitive advantage, we want to have
full control over. We want to build precisely what we need and not
configure something that has more general-purpose needs.”
In-house software runs trading systems, record-keeping and
the website. The firm uses the R programming language for its
financial models, as well as Python and some open source software. It uses packaged software for customer relationship management, project management and business functions, generally software as a service.
UK robo-adviser Nutmeg, whose shareholders include 212-yearold finance house Schroders, takes a similar stance. “Nutmeg’s
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core systems – everything from the website
Do everything online
❯Banks have been relatively
through to our core trading and asset management
Such work aims to let customers do everything
unaffected
by
the
digital
platforms – have always been built in-house by
online. “The fact that the site is easy to use, draws
revolution that has transformed
our own development team,” says chief technolusers’ attention to the right places and that we
other industries – but that’s
ogy officer Ewan Silver, adding that this provides
work to explain arcane financial terms in simple
about to change.
greater flexibility.
language means the majority of our customers are
The firm mainly uses the Java and Ruby provery happy to sign up for our service online and
gramming languages, along with Go for infrastrucmanage their money that way,” says Silver.
ture. But it is looking at functional languages to build new services
However, the firm makes customer service staff available by
– either Clojure or Scala. It has been purely cloud-based since it
phone or live chat, and draws on what customers ask to improve
started, allowing some delivery teams to release several updates
the website further. Betterment also provides human customer
a day, says Silver.
service. “People like to be able to reach out and talk to another
“We do have a few packaged applications, most notably
person and get some guidance,” says Lucien. But its staff are limBabel Systems, which is part of our core trading infrastructure,
ited to helping customers use the automated service – they do
but as a general rule we like to retain control of our technical
not provide advice. “The regulated investment adviser in the condestiny,” he says.
text of Betterment is actually our application,” Lucien adds.
Nutmeg is an IT-dominated business, with the engineering and
Betterment is helped in this by its focus on long-term investdevelopment teams making up the largest group in the organiment, which generally uses a basket of shares rather than indisation. “We are increasingly creating mixed delivery teams that
vidual stocks. To this end, the firm puts its customers’ money into
consist of developers, product, designers, operations, investexchange-traded funds, a type of low-cost index tracker. It also
ment and marketing all working together to solve individual
rebalances portfolios automatically, minimising taxable capital
issues,” says Silver.
gains and maintaining the proportions invested in different areas.
These teams, which are expected to try out ideas to improve
things for customers, include a customer outcomes group which
Saving for the long term
combines engineers, designers, marketing and customer service
Customers are often saving for the long term, such as for a penstaff. “Their goal is to help our customers make better financial
sion, but that does not stop them worrying when prices fall –
decisions through the use of behavioural economics, design
often the worst time to sell, says Lucien. “People don’t always
‘nudges’ and a variety of other ideas,” says Silver.
act in their best interests in the market,” he adds.
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Although the firm does not stop customers selling when they
want, it does encourage them to consider the implications by
providing information on the consequences, including through a
tax impact preview.
Nutmeg also focuses on exchange-traded funds, but is currently
only a “discretionary investment manager” rather than providing
independent financial advice.
The Financial Conduct Authority, which regulates the sector in
the UK, treats advice generated by software in exactly the same
way as that from a human. This means a robo-adviser providing
advice is liable for the output of its software. Similar regulations
apply in the US.

Automation and its limits

Alistair Haig, a researcher at the University of Edinburgh who
previously worked as head of investment risk for fund manager Baillie Gifford, says it is relatively rare for UK-based roboadvisers to provide formal advice – although Wealth Wizards
is an exception, providing independent financial advice on
pensions online.
Instead, most give guidance to a limited set of products, which
does not have the same responsibilities attached. They often do
this by automating processes that are typically carried out by
financial advisers through the use of fact-finding questionnaires.
These will ascertain a client’s attitude towards risk, their financial
goals – such as how long they are happy for their money to be
tied up – and ability to sustain losses, with the answers used to
help choose appropriate products.
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Nutmeg plans to introduce full investment advice later this
year. “You could say our suitability process is the embryo for a
future advice offering,” says Silver. “It’s a short, simpler version
of what our robo-advice service will deliver – that is, an intelligent, professionally constructed questionnaire that helps an
individual to explain their circumstances and preferences to
the system, which will then advise on the basis of Nutmeg’s
in-house expertise.”

Lucien sees possibilities to expand Betterment’s advice. “We
could advise on the selection of insurance policies,” he says. “We
could help think about home purchases and the timing of that.”
The firm is planning to do more to persuade customers to think
long term, he says: “The same type of communication you would
look to an individual adviser for, we can deliver through our platform.”

Cyborg advice

Although there are firms such as Nutmeg and Betterment in
every market, Edinburgh University’s Haig believes the next
Silver says the technology implications for this “are not necessardecade will see most existing financial services firms incorpoily that complicated”, but there are demanding challenges elserate a robo-adviser system at the start of their sales processes.
where, with the product team
“What you end up with is a proposihaving to work with financial
tion to customers that’s part human,
advisers to distil their knowledge
part machine,” he says, with custominto a decision tree process.
ers that have straightforward needs
eople like to be able to reach
“As we build and later extend
being dealt with digitally. “If something
the service, I would expect the
complicated comes up, then there’s a
out and talk to another person
longer-term implications for
human intervention.”
and
get
some
guidance
the engineering and data sciHaig says starting with an online
ence teams to be very exciting,”
system
has advantages for customers,
Dustin Lucien, Betterment
he says. “It is a hard problem to
because it will allow them to explore
solve, but one that needs to be
options without feeling pressured to
dealt with.
make a decision in a meeting or a tel“Longer term, I think there is an opportunity to use state-of-theephone call, potentially improving their financial literacy.
art algorithms and data science to really understand individual
This should help fill the advice gap caused by the UK governrisk preferences and goals, and potentially to take advice beyond
ment’s Retail Distribution Review, which in 2013 led to a ban on
what a human can currently offer.”
independent financial advisers earning commission. Although

Demanding challenges

“P

”
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this practice was widely seen as generating biased advice, it
also led to human advisers charging upfront for their time,
which means they are now rarely used by people without large
incomes or assets.
“Robo-advisers, if they are done well, can provide an improvement for the rest of us,” says Haig.

“Robo-advisers, if they are
done well, can provide an

improvement for the rest of us”
Alistair Haig, University of Edinburgh

Natural language generation

Other work in financial services is being digitised, he says. As
well as the use of natural language generation software to produce routine reports, financial research is moving from standard published reports to bespoke work where institutional clients set their requirements digitally. Although this will not spell
the end of research analysts, it is changing the nature of their
work, says Haig.
“People are having to innovate and provide different things,
and are using a lot more technology to do that,” he says. “It
could be a really exciting time. It’s going to get churned up in
the way that, in the past few years, a lot of independent financial advisers in the older guard have given way, or have had to
innovate substantially.”
Haig thinks digitisation could automate some legal and regulatory compliance work, which has grown greatly since the financial crisis of the late 2000s. “The more big data we have and the
more that’s recorded on emails, the easier it is to process phone
conversations and the more we use smart questionnaires, then
it may be that headcount can fall,” he says. “That might make
financial services safer as well.” n
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How to let go as a CIO
IT leaders share their advice on how to get the most out of
internal employees and external partners. Mark Samuels reports

G

reat CIOs spend less time in the technology department and more time engaging with the rest of the
business. But that transition can prove a tricky challenge for IT directors, who must ensure they have a
ready stream of talented deputies to manage day-to-day operational concerns.
The bad news, according to Gartner, is that lack of in-house talent is preventing CIOs from achieving their objectives. The analyst’s research suggests 22% of IT leaders believe the continuing
skills gap is the key barrier to success.
So in trying to develop a more engaged position themselves,
how can CIOs make best use of internal staff, and what role can
supplier partners play in the delivery of services to the business?
We speak to the experts and provide best practice tips for IT
leaders who are looking to let go of operational IT and make what
they bring to the business more strategic.

1. Look for self-starters who take the lead

ICONIMAGE/FOTOLIA

Doug May, regional IS manager at manufacturing specialist
Messier-Dowty, likes to ensure his team has a clear idea of their
roles and responsibilities. He has a big whiteboard in his office,
which he uses to note priority projects, individual management
tasks and likely completion dates.
May and his team have weekly project meetings to ensure that
aims and objectives are understood. “It’s all about communicating
requirements clearly,” he says. “That works for the project sponsors, too. Sometimes you need to push back to the leadership
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team and let them know that you don’t have the
IT team to find out the priorities of their business
❯CIOs and strategy experts
resources to complete a project in time.”
peers. The result is a pipeline of projects for indishare
their
experiences
of
Great information helps, he adds. Key perforvidual departments. The generation of such a close
creating an IT strategy that
mance indicators can prove which projects are priand intertwined relationship is a valuable lesson
makes the most of the
orities and which will need additional resources.
that McCabe has garnered through experience.
digital revolution.
When it comes to making the most of internal
She points to lessons learnt from her previous IT
talent, May says the right kind of attitude among IT
leadership posts at Burberry, where the firm’s focus
professionals is crucial. “I’ve always looked for selfon account management allowed her to recognise
starters,” he says. “I like people to take the lead because I need to
the business benefits of a pipeline of IT projects.
get around the department and offer advice where it’s required.
By working directly alongside the rest of the business, the techWhen it comes to my trusted lieutenants, I have four very capanology department starts to focus on initiatives that will really
ble team leaders. These people want to help make a difference to
make a difference for end-users.
business performance through the use of great technology.”
“Burberry was really at the forefront in terms of engagement,”
she says. “When I joined in 2010, they were putting in place a layer
2. Let IT people work directly with the business
of account managers between IT and the rest of the business.
Jaeger CIO Cathy McCabe ensures that there is a close relaThese were typically people who had specific skills within their
tionship between the company’s IT staff and business functions.
own field. From my side, that expertise was around customer-facShe has established roadmap meetings, where members of the
ing technology and anything that touched client services.
technology team meet managers from across the company. The
“We had other experts responsible for areas such as supply
meetings provide an opportunity for her trusted colleagues in the
chain and product – but we worked together as a team and sat in
the business to bring their requirements back to the IT team, who
delivered solutions to business challenges.”

“We worked together
as a team and sat in
the business”
Cathy McCabe, Jaeger

3. Focus internal talent on core projects

First Utility CIO Bill Wilkins says the concentration of IT leaders can flex and flux as the business matures. “When you’re a
smaller company, you tend to grow by having a higher degree of
focus and control,” he says.
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“One of the hardest lessons to learn is to recruit good people
and to give them the space to operate. That’s often the hardest
thing for any manager going through a high-growth phase in their
business, because you can’t scale unless you hire great people
and they won’t stay with you unless you give them the scope to
do interesting things.”
One coping strategy is to call on the assistance of external
experts, says Wilkins. “If you believe there’s a fixed amount that
you can do as a CIO or as an IT team, you need to think very carefully about where you focus your attention,” he says.
Decisions on partnering should be based on an awareness of
whether the project is central to the core aims of the business,
says Wilkins. “You need to consider if the platform or service you
want to create or buy is going to create a differentiation in terms
of your competitive advantage,” he adds.
“If the proposed technology is not core, and other people offer
more expertise, then it makes sense to look outside your organisation. If you think the system is part of the business where you
can really add value for the customer, then you need to own the
asset. Owning the asset means you gain speed and agility, and
can modify your approach as business demands dictate.”

4. Choose external partners to fit internal culture

Rob Threadgold, global head of IT infrastructure and operations
at ICBC Standard Bank, says his organisation dedicates a lot of
time to market research and calls on the help of some of the
world’s largest analyst firms. But he is not fixated on the big IT
suppliers, whose advice can have a significant price tag, he says.

“Recruit good people
and give them the
space to operate”
Bill Wilkins, First Utility
Threadgold often looks to work with external suppliers that operate at a similar scale to his own business. Familiarity in approach
helps to build stronger partnerships, he says. Threadgold is also
open to new ideas.
“I like to work with smaller companies and startups,” he says. “If
you work with a more specialist supplier, there’s a good chance
you’ll represent a significant chunk of their revenue stream. You
will get better access to their senior management team. When
you need to talk to someone, you will get good air time.”
Threadgold cites a recent deal for his company’s IT service management programme. After speaking with big-name providers, he
chose to work with Cherwell, a privately owned US software firm
that is starting to expand its presence in the UK. “I liked the people who were in the room – I felt like I had their attention,” he says.

5. Pick a partner that can argue their case

Johan Kestens, managing director and CIO at ING Belgium,
recognises that great providers will take the time and trouble
to understand the pain points your business faces, but admits:
“They all claim to do that.”
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“You can have a great negotiation period and then be surprised
by what happens next,” he says. “On a day-to-day basis, you need
to be able to trust the people on the floor in your IT department
and the people working on your behalf at the supplier. It’s about
the creation of an effective partnership on both sides.”
Kestens says he does not have a checklist for good account
management. He does, however, know after a couple of weeks of
working with a supplier whether they will be as attentive as they
claimed during the negotiation phase.
“One good way of measuring a supplier’s strengths is to focus
on the quality of your arguments,” he says. “Every relationship
has its ups and downs. What is important is that the supplier
can come to you and make good points during an argument.
Success boils down to the quality of the partnership that both
parties help to create.”

6. Measure supplier performance and give feedback

Geert Ensing, former CIO at ABN Amro, says a good contract
with a supplier focuses on true business value rather than simple operational factors. To make the most of a supplier partnership, both parties must have a clear idea of what the third party
should provide in relation to wider organisational objectives.
“True relationships are based on trust and transparency, and
include openness about what is likely to be the next big thing,”
says Ensing. “The best contract is stuck in a drawer and the CIO
doesn’t need to refer to the small print on a monthly basis.”
Reaching that point is far from straightforward. However,
Ensing believes CIOs who give as much feedback as possible to

“I like to work with
smaller companies
and startups”
Rob Threadgold, ICBC Standard Bank
their suppliers will be in a much stronger position. “We are now
at a point where IT leaders and their C-suite peers need to share
more of their business strategy with external parties,” he says.
In many cases, traditional key performance indicators – such as
service level targets – might not work. Software measurement,
via testing and other specialist tools, needs to be an ongoing
process. Such analysis should be viewed as part of an attempt to
push continual improvement inside and outside the IT department, says Ensing.
“If you don’t measure performance, you can’t manage your suppliers,” he says. “CIOs need to ensure the service they receive is
being improved on an ongoing basis. You need to know, for example, whether a system adds value and where the benefits to the
business are lagging.”
But Ensing adds this caveat: “Don’t overwhelm yourself
with data. Pick on a few key areas that you think are essential to the business. Make sure any steps for future improvements are well understood and that the rest of the business
– and its suppliers – understands how the costs of change
will be absorbed.” n
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